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Subjects were required to judge a series
of weights in the presence of two opposing
anchor weights,one hetzJlier andone lighter
dum the series members. It Was predicted
thllt the anchors would enhance each
other's effectiJleneu [contrast}: The
findings are IimiIIu to that found for the
single-anchor experiment, with the
exception tIutt, and cantnIT)' to prediction,
the heavief'.wejght tmdwr reduced the
effectiJleness of the lighter-weight anchor.
The opposite effect \WU not true. It is
suggested that a pair of opposing anchors
could be identified that would completely
canceleach other's effectiveness.

Although much psychophysical research
has employed the anchor experiment3

(Adamson, 1967; Bevan, 1968; Brown,
1953; Helson, 1964; Sarris, 1967; White,
Alter, Snow, & Thorne, 1968), as far as we
can ascertain, no one has employed
simultaneously contrasting anchors (herein
referred to as the mixed-anchor situation)
in the same modality. Turner and Bevan
(1962) have investigated the role of
anchoring for a multidimensional stimulus,
namely, form, and have presented such
multiple anchors as size and shape or color
and shape. However, the impact of these
multiple anchors was on the particular
dimension of a given anchor. Even though,
for example, size and shape anchors were
presented simultaneously, they acted
independently upon size and shape,
respectively. Our concern was with two
opposing anchors in the same modality,
having an impact upon the same stimulus
dimension. We therefore were interested in
both methodological and theoretical
considerations of this problem.

MethodologicaJly, the question was, very
simply, would Ss respond in some
systematic way to a given stimulus while
two opposing anchors were present? In
other words, was the task poSSl"ble without
OII'er-oomplicated experimental procedures
or traininI?

TheoreticaDy, our interest centered
upon the judgmental process and whether
or not anchor effects in the mixed-anchor
situation would be the same as anchor
effects in the sing1e-anchor situation.

From the work of Belson (1964) and
others (see, for example, Sarris, 1967;
White, Alter, Snow, & Thorne, 1968), it
has been demonstrated that, within given
limits, the anchor can serve as the context

or frame of reference in which a series of
stimuli are judged, and that an anchor
above the series is more effective than an
anchor below the series. It has also been
shown that judgments of series members
having a value nearest that of the anchor
are more influenced by the anchor than by
judgments of series members further from
the anchor. Following from these early
findings, we would expect that anchors in
the mixed-anchor situation would produce
these same effects upon the series members
as well as having similar effects upon each
other. That is, the presence of opposing
anchors should increase the impact of each
anchor. This would follow from perceptual
contrast.

In order to have the weights
simultaneously effective, we had Ss lift
weights with both hands at the same time.
To see if this technique posed any
problems, we had Ss lift two anchors of the
same weight, one in each hand, and then
lift two series members both of equal
weight. They were then asked to report
one hand's judgment followed by the
judgment in the other hand. Surprisingly,
this task was quickly adapted to, and the
Ss soon realized that both hands were
being given the same weights. Thus, to test
our expectancies about mixed-anchor
effects, we simply had the S judge one
series (same weight in each hand) following
two different anchors, one in each hand.

METHOD
Apparatus

Two sets of identical weights were
constructed for the five series members
(200, 250, 300, 350, 400 g) and two
anchors (90, 900 g) out of lead shot and
glass jars. The only other equipment was a
clock (Standard) and a plywood panel
through which the S placed his forearms.
The panel had built-in padded armrests
that allowed the S to comfortably place his
arms (palms up) on the rest with his hands
free to receive the weights. This provided
visualshielding of the stimuli, so at no time
did the S see the weights he was to judge.
Mounted on the panel facing the S was a
9-point, open-ended scale, going from very,
very light to very, very heavy.

SUbjects
Forty college students (aged 17 to 27),

all naive with respect to the experimental
problem, were randomly divided into two

equal groups. Each S was run under both
the same- and mixed-anchor conditions 7
to 14 days apart.

Procedure
The Ss lifted two anchor weights (one in

each hand) simultaneously and then lifted
two identical series weights (one in each
hand). They were then asked to report
their judgments of the second two weights,
first one hand (left or right, the frrst report
being assigned randomly) followed by the
judgment of the weight in the other hand.
In order to facilitate the reporting of the
judgments and to avoid confusion about
left and right, the S was informed that he
should report first the judgment of the
hand that the E touched followed by his
judgment of the stimulus in the other
hand.

Each S was seated facing a table upon
which the panel board and armrests were
positioned. The S was instructed to place
both hands through the openings provided
and to rest his arms on the armrests with
his palms facing up. The S was then read
the following instructions.

"This is an experiment in judging
weights. You are to judge a series of
weights and assign them a value on the
scale you see in front of you. I will
simultaneously place a weight in each hand
(E demonstrated), then take these away
and place a second weight in each hand. I
will touch the hand that you are to report
first. Remember, the judgments of the
second set of weights are those that you
are to report.

"Do you have any questions?"
After each S was instructed, he was

given two practice sessions and then given
five test runs in which his responses were
recorded. Throughout the experiment, the
presentation of each series-stimulus was
determined randomly.

The presentation of time of a given
weight was approximately 5 sec, and the
time between series weight and anchor was
3 sec. The time between successive pairs of
stimuli was 2-3 sec each. The entire session
lasted about 20-30 min.

RESULTS
Following from previous research using a

single hand and single judgment (Helson,
1964; Bevan, 1968; Sarris, 1968), we also
found that, in the situation where both
hands were given the same anchor
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Fig. I. Mean judamenu of series
memben by anchor condition. In the
mixed-anchor situations, 900 + 90 and
90 + 900, the rant numeral desipates the
anchor under which the serles wu judaed
and the second numeral the value of the
anchor held in the opposite hand.

(900 + 900 or 90 + 90), the anchors served
as reference points, and that the series
members were judged accordingly. In
Fig. I, the mean judgments of the series for
both hands following two similar anchors
are presented for each anchor group. The
judgments for both hands (identical series
and anchors) were combined and an
average was computed, since t tests of the
mean judgments for each hand, within each
group, were nonsignificant
[Group 900 +900, left-hand mean = 2.63,
right-hand mean = 2.73, t(19) = 2.07,
p > .05; Group 90 +90, left-hand mean ..
7.59, right-hand mean .. 7.58, t= .15,
p > .05].

It can be seen that the series judged in
the presence of the 9Q.g anchor were
identified as heavy and the same series, in
the presence of the 9()().g anchor, as light.
It is also apparent that the judgments
under each anchor condition of each series
member fall in the predicted order, that is,
the 2()().g series member being judged the
lightest and then the 25()..g series member
being judged relatively heavier and so on.
Thus, the data shown in Fig. 1 establishes
that the two groups of Ss performed the
same as would be found in the single-hand
anchor paradigm experiment.

The results of the mixed-anchor
situation are also shown in Fig. 1. Since
our concern is within each mixed-anchor
condition, we shall discuss these two
conditions separately. It can be seen that in
the 900-90 mixed-anchor condition, the

presence of the 9()..g anchor did not appear
to alter, in any reliable way, the judgment
of the series under the 9QO.g anchor. This
it supported by the statistical effects of the
anchor conditions, i.e., 900 +900 vs
900 + 90 were found to be nonsignificant
[F(l,4) .. 4.91, P > .OSJ ; the judgments of
series members, however, do differ
significantly [F(4,4) = 44.62, p < .0IJ.
This simply meaRS that each member of
Ithe series was judged at a different level of
heaviness than w6re the other members of
the series. ThiJit as would be expected and
it of no special importance to the current
investigation-it follows what is typically
found in the anchor type of experiments.

It was also apparent from the statistical
analysis that Ss under the 900 + 90
condition differ significantly
[F(19,l71)= 3.46, p< .01] in their
response to the series members. An analysis
of individual S performance showed that
some Ss judged everything heavier or
lighter than did other Ss, or, in other
words, while the relative position of the
series members are judged the same, the
only difference between Ss is one of
absolute level of judgment.

In summary, then, the additional anchor
of 90 g, in the hand opposite the 9QO.g
anchor, had no significant effect upon the
judgments made of the series members in
the hand having received the 9()().g anchor.

Returning to Fig. I, it it readily
apparent that the 90()..g anchor in the hand
opposite that holding the 9()..g anchor did
have an effect upon the judgments of the
series members under the 9Q.ganchor. The
presence of the 9()().g anchor depressed all
of the judgments of the series under the
9Q.g anchor. In other words, it acted to
make all judgments seem lighter, even
though the series was still judged on the
heavy side of the response scale. The
reliability of this effect it attested to by
the statistical analysis where the effects of
anchor conditions, Le., 90 +90 vs 90 +900
were found to be statiJticaDy significant
[FO,4) = 60.84, p < .01].

It can also be seen in Fig. I, from a
comparison of the 90 +90 and 90 + 900
data points, that the 90()..g anchor in the
mixed condition had a greater effect upon
the heavier series members. This effect was
also statistically significant [series by
anchor condition, F(4,171)" 4.32,
p< .01J.

As was found in the 900 +90 condition,
both series [F(4,4) = 90.25, p < .01J and
Ss [F(19,171)=6.20, p< .01) produced
significant effects. These are to be
explained in the same .way they were for
the 900 + 90 condition.

In summary, under the 90 + 900
condition, it was demonstrated that the
9()()..g anchor did have a significant effect

upon the judgments of the series members
under the 9Q.g anchor. Thus, simultaneous
anchor effects in the same dimension have
been demonstrated.

DISCUSSION
This experiment has demonstrated that

Ss can malce ratings in the presence of
simultaneously contrasting anchors, and
that these ratings are reliable. It has also
been demonstrated that anchOR acting
simultaneously can influence the
judgments of series members of their own
series and of series members judged under
the other anchor. Thus, the role of
multiple adaptation lewIs and their
possible interactions becomes of
importance.

Our data showed that the 9()()..g anchor
acted to reduce the effectiveness of the
9Q.g anchor when both were presented
simultaneously; on the other hand, the
9()..g anchor had little, if any, impact on
the judgments under the 9()().g anchor.
This suggests that our selection of anchors
was not optimal in that they did not have
equal effectiveness. Future research needs
to establish the relation of anchor
effectiveness in terms of adaptation levels
or frames of reference. The need for a
more specifIC quantitative formulation that
can incorporate simultaneously active
adaptation levels is also apparent.
Certainly, judgments are very rarely made
with a single normative or adaptive level
operative.

We stated in the introduction that we
expected the anchors to produce
psychological contrast in relation to each
other. Therefore, the effect of the anchor
on a series member should be greatest
when in the presence of a second anchor.
We found, however, that in the
mixed-anchor situation, the effectiveness
of the anchor is reduced. This appears to
be because the series members were judged
relative to the anchors, and contrast
occurred between each anchor and the
series. Hence, one anchor is raising the
judgment, while the second is lowering the
judgment, and they tend to cancel each
other's effectiveness. We should then be
able to select two different anchors, one
above and one below the series that would
yield a judgment of the series that would
be equivalent to judgment of the series
alone.

Psychology has available many models
of the relationship between stimuli and the
judgments of these stimuli (e.g., lee

Anderson, 1967; Anderson 11 Jacobson,
1968; Helson, 1964; Parducci, 1963, 1965;
Sarris, 1967; Sherif &; Hovland, 1961;
Stevens, 1957, 1966). Our contention is,
however, that until these models are tested
under conditions of multiple anchoring,
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their theoretical generality and everyday
applicability are extremely limited.
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NOTES
1. Address: State University of New YOlk at

Albany, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, New
York 12203,

2. Now at Bard College,
Annan~Hudlon,New York.

3. The anchor experiment is here defilled as
one in which a S receives a given stimulus
(anchor), foBowed by the second stimulus (-tei
member) wldch is to be juetaed. This cliffen from
the psychophysical method of stadud and
variable in that the S is told to ipORl the first
me~ber of the pair and to ju. only the aecond
stimulus. He is never told to judge the aecond
stimulus relative to the first.
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